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Components

Though clouds of butterflies have gathered from the meadow, 
birds, bugs, and other animals also call it home. Each creature 
provides new challenges for cultivating your garden. Your goal 
as a gardener is simple: maintain a balance. 

Beyond the Meadow contains all of the unlocked stretch 
goals from the Papillon Kickstarter campaign. Each module 
can be played alone or combined for even more game play 
options!

36 predator tokens
16 bird bath standees
16 bird tokens
15 goal cards
  9 predator reference cards 
  6 honey bee tiles
  6 wildflower tiles
  1 predator token bag

Beyond the Meadow
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Bird Bath Module
The bird bath module adds a small end game scoring 
bonus by giving a 1 nectar scoring bonus to all 
tiles with a bird bath.  

Setup

Game play

End game

When playing with the bird bath module place the bird 
bath standees near the board within reach of all players. 

When a player adds a tile to their garden with a bird bath 
on it, they add one of the bird bath standees from the 
supply to the tile.

At the end of the game each bird bath in a player’s 
garden is worth 1 VP.
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Predators Module

Setup

Game Play

The Predator module adds a unique 
mix of tokens to the core game. Each 
randomly determined mix of garden 
predators and pests can dramatically 
impact player strategies and how each 
draft is approached. 

Add the following steps to the setup in the core rules:
1. Choose or randomly select 4 predator reference 

cards and place them where they can be easily seen 
by all players. Take tokens for each selected card 
and add them to the predator token bag.

2. Return any unused predator cards and tokens to the 
box.

During the Preparation Phase, add the following steps:
1. After the gnome is revealed, draw a number of 

predator tokens from the predator token bag 
designated by the gnome one at a time ( 1 ). 

2. Place the first predator token on the tile intersecting 
the second row and second column ( 2 ). If a second 
predator token was drawn, it is placed on the tile 
intersecting the first row and first column.

Predator

When a player drafts a tile with a predator token on it, that 
player immediately resolves its ability. The rules for each 
token are described on the predator reference cards.
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Goals Module
The goals module provides additional 
scoring opportunities, offering more 
paths to victory. GOAL

Setup

Game Play

Add the following steps to the setup 
found in the core rules:
1. Randomly select 2 goal cards and 

place them faceup where they can 
be easily seen by all players.

2. Return unused goal cards to the 
box.

Any player can score additional nectar through goal 
cards. Nectar is gained during end of game scoring 
based on conditions met for each goal card.   

2 nectar
Each closed  yellow flower 

patch.

Tiles Module
The tiles module adds 2 new sets of garden tiles to the 
tile bag: honey bee and wildflowers. 

Setup

Honey Bee Tiles

Wildflower Tiles

Add 1 or both sets of tiles to the tile bag during Step 5 of 
the core game setup. 

Each honey bee tile in a closed flower 
patch is considered 1 tile larger for 
butterfly bonuses, patch size, and 
objectives. 

Wildflower tiles can match flowers of any type regardless 
of color. When placed and not matched to another tile, 
they act as a wild for any color. Once another tile is 
placed to connect it to a flower side, it 
becomes that flower color. All connected 
wildflower segments on a tile must be 
the same color. Wildflower segments 
separated by a bird bath can be different 
colors.
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End of Game

Birds Module
The birds module adds a set of tokens to the 
game that will score additional nectar during 
end of game scoring.  

Setup

Game Play

Shuffle all 16 bird tokens and place them 
facedown near the board.

After adding the gnome to the Toolshed, select 2 of the 
facedown bird tokens 1 at a time. Place the first bird 
token faceup on the board space at the intersection of 
the first row and second column. Place the second bird 
token faceup on the board space at the intersection of 
the second row and first column.Bird tokens on drafted 
tiles should remain with the tile that was drafted.

Each bird token in a player’s garden is worth 1 nectar 
during end of game scoring. Each full set of all 3 bird 
types are worth 2 nectar during end of game scoring.

Grumpy Neighbor Solo Variant
In the solo variant the player will take on the Grumpy 
Neighbor who will compete to have the most impressive 
butterfly garden!
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1. Place the game board in the center of the table.
2. Place 1 stand-up flower of each color at the top 

of the game board, leaving room to place tiles as 
needed. Return all other stand-up flowers to the box.

3. Take the 4 planters with the highest nectar values 
(11, 11, 10, 10) and randomly assign 1 to each of 
the 4 stand-up flowers being used in the solo game. 
Place 1 bonus token on each planter.

4. Shuffle the 8 gnomes and place them gnome side up 
on each numbered space on the round track.

5. Place the 94 garden tiles in the tile bag and set it off 
to the side of the play area. 

6. Choose a set of butterflies and matching gardener 
and place the gardener on the first space of the bid 
order track.

7. Select a gardener for the Grumpy Neighbor and 
place it next to the leftmost stand-up flower placed 
during setup.

8. Place remaining butterflies near the play area to be 
used by the Grumpy Neighbor.

9. Select a number of caterpillars ranging from 0-12. 
The level of difficulty increases as the number of 
caterpillars decreases. 

Setup Game Round
The game takes place over 8 rounds. Each round has 4 
phases:
1. Preparation Phase
2. Drafting Phase
3. Gardening Phase
4. Pollination Phase

All scoring takes place at the end of the game.

The following rules assumes you are already familiar 
with the core game. Any differences in this variant are 
described in detail below. 

NOTE: The Grumpy Neighbor Solo Variant is not 
compatible with any of the other modules in this rule 
book. Only use the components and rules covered in 

this section.
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Drafting Phase
In the solo game, only the player bids. The player moves 
their gardener from the first space of the bid order 
track to a bid space. The player then pays or receives 
caterpillars as indicated by the position of their gardener.

The player now reveals a number of tiles equal to the 
number of caterpillars they bid. Starting with the first 
column, the player reveals tiles 1 at a time until they 
have revealed a number of tiles equal to the number of 
caterpillars they bid. Tiles are revealed from bottom to 
top, starting with the leftmost column. Add caterpillars 
to all revealed tiles with a caterpillar icon. The player 
now takes all of the revealed tiles and adds them to 
their garden. If the bottom tile of the second column 
was revealed, the player also takes the gnome and the 
caterpillars it provides.

Follow all other core rules for this phase.

Preparation Phase
Draw 10 garden tiles from the tile bag and fill all of the 
draft spaces on the game board with facedown tiles ( 1 ).  
Turn the 2 tiles at the bottom of the first column faceup, 
placing a caterpillar on any tile with the caterpillar icon 
( 2 ). Take the leftmost gnome on the round track and 
place it faceup (number side up) on the gnome space in 
front of the Toolshed. Place caterpillars next to the gnome 
equal to its value ( 3 ).
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The player decides they want to reveal 3 tiles to gain the 
gnome. They move their gardener to the 3 space on the 
bid order track and returns 3 caterpillars to the supply for 
their bid. ( 1 ). The player now reveals 3 tiles, starting with 
the bottom of the first column ( 2 ). The player now takes 
all 5 revealed tiles and the gnome.

1

2
1

3

2

Gardening Phase
The player follows all core rules for the Gardening Phase 
when arranging the tiles they drafted. Once the player 
is done, follow these steps to complete the Gardening 
Phase for the Grumpy Neighbor.

If the player did not draft the gnome, place the gnome 
next to the stand-up flower where the Grumpy Neighbor’s 
gardener is currently located and place any caterpillars 
from tiles in the Grumpy Neighbor’s supply.

In the same order that tiles are revealed during the 
Drafting Phase, begin revealing tiles 1 at a time from 
bottom to top in each column. When a tile with a 
caterpillar icon is revealed in this way, take 1 
 from the supply and place it in an area designated as the 
personal supply for the Grumpy Neighbor.

Each round the Grumpy Neighbor will have a preferred 
flower color represented by where their gardener is 
currently located. For example, if their gardener is 
currently located in front of the red stand-up flower,  then 
their preferred color that round would be red. Reveal a 
garden tile starting from the Grumpy Neighbor’s gardener 
and place it in a stack in front of the first stand-up flower 
from left to right that matches a color on that tile. Repeat 
this process until all tiles have been placed. 
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The Grumpy Neighbor reveals 3 tiles this round. Starting with the 
bottom leftmost tile, they reveal them 1 at a time, assigning each of 
them to a flower according to the color preference for the round, the 
first tile has red and yellow flowers, the Grumpy Neighbor prefers red 
this round, the tile will be 
placed in a stack in front of 
the red flower. The second 
tile has purple and yellow 
flowers. None of the colors 
match the preference for 
the round. Starting at the 
gardener and proceeding 
from left to right, the first 
match is yellow. So the tile 
will be placed in a stack 
at the yellow flower. The 
third tile has red and purple 
flowers. Because red is 
preferred this round, the tile 
will be placed in the stack in 
front of the red flower. 

1 2 3

+1

The Grumpy Neighbor closes patches by gathering a 
number of tiles in front of each stand-up flower. To close 
their first patch in each color only requires 2 garden tiles. 
Once a stand-up flower has 2 tiles in front of it, place 
those tiles beside the stand-up flower and add a butterfly 
to the top of the tiles. This indicates that the patch has 
been closed. Each additional patch the Grumpy Neighbor 
closes in front of a stand-up flower requires 1 more tile 
than the last. Thus the second patch for each requires 3 
tiles, the third requires 4 tiles, and so on.

When the Grumpy Neighbor completes a patch, the 
tiles are placed beside the matching stand-up flower. 
If any additional tiles matching that stand-up flower are 
revealed, they are placed in front of it, beginning a new 
patch.

Keep the completed patches separate to help keep track 
of how many tiles the Grumpy Neighbor will need to close 
its next patch for that stand-up flower.  

Closing Patches 

+1

The Grumpy Neighbor has closed their 
first stack of tiles, which requires only 2 
tiles to close. They set that stack beside 
the flower, placing a butterfly on it for 
the Pollination Phase. The next tile they 
draft begins a new stack, which will 
require 3 tiles to close. 
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The player now places all of their butterflies from the 
patches they closed during the current round on the 
appropriate stand-up flowers following all core rules. 

After the player has placed their butterflies, place all 
butterflies the Grumpy Neighbor has from closing 
patches. If the Grumpy Neighbor closes a patch 3 tiles 
in size and the bonus token for that stand-up flower has 
not yet been claimed, return the bonus token to the box 
and place 1 additional butterfly belonging to the Grumpy 
Neighbor on that stand-up flower.

Once all butterflies earned by the player and the Grumpy 
Neighbor have been placed on stand-up flowers, 
proceed to the end of the round.

If the 8th round has concluded, proceed to the end of the 
game. Otherwise, continue as follows: 
1. The player returns their gardener to the first position 

on the bid order track.
2. Move the Grumpy Neighbor’s gardener 1 stand-up 

flower to the right. If the Grumpy Neighbors gardener 
is at the last stand-up flower move their gardener 
back to the leftmost flower.

3. Proceed to the Preparation Phase and start a new 
round.

Pollination Phase

End of Round

End of Game
The game ends after 8 rounds. Remove all of the Grumpy 
Neighbor’s incomplete stacks from in front of flowers. 
Calculate the final score using the following steps:

Flower Scoring Only score the highest and lowest nectar 
value for each stand-up flower, doubling the value of 
each.

NOTE:  When checking for majorities, all butterflies that 
are not of the players color are considered to be a single 
color for the Grumpy Neighbor.

Caterpillars in Supply 1 nectar each. 

Butterflies in Closed Fields  The player scores 1 nectar 
each.

The Grumpy Neighbor gains 1 nectar for each butterfly 
on a tile in their completed patches. Then they gain 2 
nectar for each butterfly on any tiles at the base of a 
stand-up flower with at least 1 gnome. Additional gnomes 
beyond the first next to a flower do not increase the 
nectar value of butterflies on tiles associated with that 
flower.

Largest Closed Patches The player scores 2 nectar per 
tile for their 2 largest closed flower patches (regardless of 
color). 

Scoring the Player 
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The Grumpy Neighbor scores 2 nectar per tile for their 
2 largest completed patches. If a patch being scored 
is next to a flower with at least 1 gnome, each tile in the 
largest patch scores 3 nectar per tile. Additional gnomes 
beyond the first next to a flower do not further increase 
the nectar value of tiles for that flower. If the Grumpy 
Neighbor has more than 2 patches that would qualify as 
their largest, score the 2 patches that would provide the 
most nectar.

The highest nectar total wins! In the event of a tie, the 
Grumpy Neighbor wins.
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